
Oxf Very First Atlas, Patrick Wiegand, Oxford University Press, Incorporated, 2009, 0198387474,
9780198387473, . Have you ever wondered...BL What the Earth looks like from space?BL How
many continents there are?BL Where Mount Everest is?Find out in your very first atlas!The Oxford
Very First Atlas is a stimulating first atlas for young children. It introduces young learners to maps
and develops early atlas skills, encouraging them to talk about local and distant places and to find
key places on maps. It includes:BL An introduction to the globe and places around the worldBL
Stunning images of the Earth from spaceBL Clear and colourful maps of the worldBL Maps of all the
continents plus the British IslesBL Fascinating facts about places and people.Based on the popular
Oxford Infant Atlas, this new atlas uses colourful artwork-style maps, photographs and satellite
images to create an exciting first atlas for all 3-6 year olds.Also available to accompany the Oxford
Very First Atlas: - Activity Book, Teacher's Handbook, and Interactive CD-ROM.. 

DOWNLOAD http://bit.ly/HS1lDN

Oxford Very First Atlas Activity Book , Patrick Wiegand, Apr 7, 2009, , 16 pages. The Oxford Very
First Atlas Activity Book develops the atlas skills and reinforces the concepts introduced in the
Oxford Very First Atlas, such as the 'Earth in space', the ....

Oxford International Student Atlas , Patrick Wiegand, 2004, Atlases, 120 pages. The Oxford
International Student Atlas uses the latest technology to create an accurate and up-to-date atlas,
ideal for use around the world. * Comprehensive coverage of the ....

The Oxford Primary Atlas , Patrick Wiegand, 2005, , 72 pages. The Oxford Primary Atlas is a clear,
bright and informative atlas for all 7-11 year olds. It is a completely new, up-to-date atlas with
accurate, easy-to-read and colourful ....

First Picture Atlas , Deborah Chancellor, Jul 1, 2005, , 48 pages. .

Oxford First Atlas Activity Book , Patrick Wiegand, Feb 15, 2010, , 32 pages. The Oxford First Atlas
Activity Book develops the atlas skills and reinforces the concepts introduced in the Oxford First
Atlas. The Activity Book offers maps and activities to ....

Oxford Reading Tree: Stage 3: First Phonics the Ice Rink, Volume 3 , Roderick Hunt, Oct 1, 2008, ,
16 pages. The teaching notes for the Oxford Reading Tree Biff, Chip and Kipper books are full of
practical suggestions for using the storybooks, saving you hours of preparation time ....

Oxford Reading Tree: Stage 4: More Storybooks C Look Smart , Roderick Hunt, Oct 1, 2008, , 24
pages. The teaching notes for the Oxford Reading Tree Biff, Chip and Kipper books are full of
practical suggestions for using the storybooks, saving you hours of preparation time ....

Oxford Reading Tree: Stage 4: More Storybooks C the Den , Roderick Hunt, Oct 1, 2008, , 16
pages. The teaching notes for the Oxford Reading Tree Biff, Chip and Kipper books are full of
practical suggestions for using the storybooks, saving you hours of preparation time ....

http://bit.ly/HS1lDN


Oxford Reading Tree: Stage 3: First Phonics the Duck Race, Volume 1 , Roderick Hunt, Oct 1,
2008, , 16 pages. The teaching notes for the Oxford Reading Tree Biff, Chip and Kipper books are
full of practical suggestions for using the storybooks, saving you hours of preparation time ....

Picture atlas of the world , , Jun 1, 1991, Reference, 80 pages. Maps of the different regions of the
world show their geographic, cultural, and economic features. Includes text describing the individual
countries..

1001 Animals, Farm, Town and Long Ago , Ruth Brocklehurst, Gillian Doherty, Anna Milbourne, Jun
1, 2003, , 132 pages. Invites young readers to find various quantities of animals, tools, and other
gear in labeled illustrations of different habitats, farms and cities throughout the world, and ....

Oxford First Atlas Teacher's Handbook , Dr Patrick Wiegand, Feb 4, 2010, , 64 pages. The Oxford
First Atlas Teacher's Handbook provides practical guidance on how to use the Oxford First Atlas.
The Teacher's Handbook helps teachers to support pupils learning ....

Countdown to Extinction Animals in Danger!, David Burnie, Nov 1, 2008, , 80 pages. Today, there
are over 6.5 billion people in the world. Together, we take up more space, eat more food and create
more waste than any other form of life. Human dominance may be ....

The Oxford Very First Atlas Activity Book develops the atlas skills and reinforces the concepts
introduced in the Oxford Very First Atlas, such as the 'Earth in space', the world, continents,
countries and the British Isles. The Activity Book enables children to create their own personalised
maps identifying countries and places that they know, and new places that they are learning about.
Assessment for Learning support throughout the Activity Book enables teachers and parents to
monitor their progress.

The Oxford First Atlas Activity Book develops the atlas skills and reinforces the concepts introduced
in the Oxford First Atlas. The Activity Book offers maps and activities to encourage pupils to work
independently and to practice and develop their knowledge and understanding of the topics and
themes covered in the atlas. Assessment for Learning support throughout the Activity Book enables
teachers and pupils to monitor their progress. The Oxford First Atlas is a brightly illustrated and
informative first atlas for young learners in their first years at school. It introduces pupils to key
geographical themes and topics, including coasts, rivers, mountains, towns, travel and the
environment, and develops early map concepts and atlas skills. It encourages pupils to talk and
learn about maps and places. The Oxford First Atlas is also accompanied by the Activity Book for
independent work, the Teacher's Handbook for practical page-by-page guidance on using the atlas,
and the e-Atlas CD-ROM for whole class display on interactive whiteboard.

Hmmmm indeed! This is supposed to be for children but even as an adult buying for her little sister I
was truly disappointed. Where's all the colourful flags relating to each country? where's all the little
key facts about each country relating to them too. There must be a better kids atlas out there?! I
certainly remember there being some as a kid in the 80's?! Note to self: Take more time on
researching before rushing to order!

Have you ever wondered: * What the Earth looks like from space? * How many continents there
are? * Where Mount Everest is? Find out in your very first atlas! The Oxford Very First Atlas is a
stimulating first atlas for young children. It is completely up-to-date with accurate, easy-to-read and
colourful mapping, presented in an accessible visual layout based on research into how young
children use maps. It introduces young learners to maps and develops early atlas skills, encouraging
them to talk about local and distant places and to find key places on maps. It includes: * An
introduction to the globe and places around the world * Stunning images of the Earth from space *
Clear and colourful maps of the world and all the continents. The Oxford Very First Atlas is also
accompanied by an Activity Book for independent work to develop map skills and an e-Atlas
CD-ROM providing an interactive version of the atlas for whole-class display.



Dr Patrick Wiegand taught in primary and secondary schools before being appointed to the School
of Education at the University of Leeds where he trained teachers, taught on Masters' programmes
and supervised PhD students. He became Head of Teacher Training at the University of Leeds and
then Reader in Geography Education. He has researched children's thinking with maps and
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) throughout his career and has published many books,
chapters and research papers in this area including Learning and Teaching with Maps (Routledge,
2006). He was Chair of the Cartography and Children Commission of the International Cartographic
Association, held a Leverhulme Research Fellowship in GIS in Education, and has served on the UK
Committee for Cartography. He has always worked to improve the quality and usability of classroom
teaching materials and has been Editorial Adviser for OUP atlases for 30 years.

The "Oxford First Atlas" is a bright and informative atlas for all 7-9 year olds. It combines the
essential features of colourful, clear mapping with many colour photographs, including aerial photos
and satellite imagery, and light and humorous artwork. The atlas makes the link between
photograph, artwork, map symbol, and text in a number of expanded picture keys. There is simple,
clear topographic mapping of the whole of the British Isles; Environmental maps of each of the
seven Continents and the Polar regions; up-to-date World maps using the curriculum preferred
projection (Eckert IV); and a child-friendly index, which includes both page numbers and grid
references. Topics including planet earth, making a map of the world, countries, rivers, hills and
mountains, weather, where people live, how the land is used, and journeys are covered.

The Oxford Very First e-Atlas CD-ROM provides an interactive whiteboard version of the Oxford
Very First Atlas for whole class display or individual study, including an audio version of the atlas
and resources to encourage young children to talk about maps and places - and you can edit the
text to make the atlas your very own! Talk - Images, maps and activities stimulate young children to
talk about maps and places and learn key concepts and vocabulary Read - Read along with the
atlas and encourage young children to find places they know and learn about new countries and
places in the world Edit - Change the text to make the atlas your very own! The CD-ROM also
includes support notes for teachers and map templates for atlas activities. Also available
accompanying the Oxford Very First Atlas: Activity Book, Teacher's Handbook, and e-Atlas
CD-ROM.
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